Pepperpot
978-8994564740
Philippa Cleall (NSW)
Published: 2017
Coastal Herd Tales
Pepperpot Gray is Grandma’s cat. Her life is calm and
peaceful. Nothing can change that… But, one morning,
change does come to Pepperpot’s life. She is woken
by a scream and finds a family member in danger. Can
she come up with a plan to save the day?
“Pepperpot” has been written as an enjoyable picture
book for all about a quirky cat who does not like
change.

Pepperpot and
Spice

Pepperpot and
Salty

978-0994564726
Philippa Cleall (NSW)
Published: 16 Sept 2017
Coastal Herd Tales

978-0994564733
Philippa Cleall (NSW)
Published: 16 Sept 2017
Coastal Herd Tales

Pepperpot is trying to get fit walking around
the neighbourhood when trouble swoops. She
flees into a neighbour’s yard for help. Can
Spice’s wheels run them out of danger and
get Pepperpot safely home? This new picture
book in the Pepperpot series links with themes
of fitness and healthy living, disability and
friendship as new characters are introduced
and befriended.

Pepperpot did not like change. She missed
her old neighbours, these newcomers seemed
strange… New neighbours have moved in next
door to Pepperpot. They look like pirates and
she plans to help them move back out. Then
real danger threatens and Pepperpot is quite
surprised by who comes to save her.

Oliver’s Grumbles
978-0994557001
Yvonne Mes (QLD)
Giuseppe Poli (QLD)
Published: 1 October 2017
Yellow Brick Books

Oliver is a happy little boy, until one day he
wakes up with Grumbles in his head...and
Grumbles IN HIS BED! The Grumbles dance on
Oliver’s chest, tug at his ears and cause all sorts
of trouble for him, but when they run away with
his snuggle blanket it’s the last straw! Will Oliver
work out a way to tame those terrible Grumbles?

Slowly Slowly
978-1925563221
T.M. Clark (Queensland)
Helene Magisson (Queensland)
Published: 1 November 2017
Wombat Books
Slowly, slowly, you catch a monkey ... Bongani wants
to go to school but he is too young. To prove to his
family that he is big and strong just like his cousins,
he tries to catch a monkey. Slowly, slowly, he must
go. Luckily his family is there is to school him in the
lessons of patience and compassion. Adapted as
a South African story, this variation of ‘Softly, softly,
catchee monkey’ was originally an Ashanti (Ghana)
proverb quoted by Lord Robert Baden-Powell,
Founder of the Boy Scouts.

Fox and Moonbeam
978-1925563009
Aleesah Darlison (Queensland)
Narelda Joy (NSW)
Published: 1 September 2017
Wombat Books
It is Victorian England and Gerard Fox winds clocks
for the queen. His lowly status means he lives in a
world forever surrounded by shadows. Mademoiselle
Moonbeam Lapin is a famous ballerina. She lives in
the golden glow of stage lights. When Moonbeam
offers Fox her friendship, both of their worlds are
transformed forever. Beautifully written and lavishly
illustrated, Fox and Moonbeam is an enchanting tale
of friendship, self-belief and finding the courage to
step into the light.

Archie Bear
Travels The
World: The
Egyptian Puzzle

Archie Bear
Travels The
World: The
Borneo Mystery

978-1910595077
Elinor Taylor
Colin Frewin, James
Frewin
Published: 1 Oct 2017
The Lemon Tree Book
Company

978-1910595084
Elinor Taylor
Colin Frewin, James
Frewin
Published: 1 Oct 2017
The Lemon Tree Book
Company

Secret Agent Archie Bear works for
International Bear Security and has a difficult
puzzle to solve. You may be just the person
he is looking for to help him solve a mystery.
Travel with Archie to a distant land to help him
find the answers.

Private
Detective: At the
Zoo
978-1910595107
Tracey Regan (WA)
Jessica Holliday
Published: 1 Oct 2017
The Lemon Tree Book
Company

When somebody in town has a mystery to be
solved, who is the first to be called? Private
Detective, of course! Examine the crime
scene, find the clues and work out what has
happened down at the zoo with all the missing
fruit.

Secret Agent Archie Bear works for International
Bear Security and has a difficult puzzle to
solve. Travel with him to the island of Borneo
to find one of the secret ingredients of a bear’s
favourite breakfast.

Private
Detective: The
Case of the
Missing Diamond
978-1910595091
Tracey Regan (WA)
Jessica Holliday
Published: 1 Oct 2017
The Lemon Tree Book
Company
When somebody in town has a mystery to be
solved, who is the first to be called? Private
Detective of course! Examine the crime scene,
find the clues and work out what has happened
to Mrs. Rottenly-Rich and her very expensive
diamond ring.

Ruby Wishfingers:
Funny Money
978-1925563269
Deborah Kelly (New South Wales)
Leigh Hedstrom (Queensland)
Published: 17 October 2017
Wombat Books

It must be Ruby’s lucky day! She keeps finding
coins everywhere. But there’s something
funny about this money. Why is it so bright,
shiny and new looking? And where on earth
is it coming from? When Ruby’s new wishes
appear much earlier than expected, she
wonders if someone else in the Wishfingers’
household might be developing magical
powers of their own. But who?

Ruby
Wishfingers:
Skydancer’s
Escape
978-1925139631
Deborah Kelly (NSW)
Leigh Hedstrom (QLD)
Published: 1 March 2016
Wombat Books

Ruby Wishfingers is an ordinary girl with an
extraordinary name. Only nobody else seems
to think so. Ruby can wish for whatever she
wants with her wish fingers. However, she
soon realises that they create more trouble
than good.

Ruby
Wishfingers:
Hide and Seek
978-1925139938
Deborah Kelly (NSW)
Leigh Hedstrom (QLD)
Published: 1 Nov 2016
Wombat Books

Things keep disappearing and then
reappearing in the strangest of places! Dad
can’t find his lawnmower, until it mysteriously
appears in an upstairs hallway. And how on
earth does Dad’s jar of treats keep finding its
way into little brother Jellybean’s cot? It’s up
to Ruby to find out what’s going on. Get ready
for the greatest game of hide and seek in this
next adventure of Ruby Wishfingers.

Ruby
Wishfingers:
Toad-ally Magic!
978-1925139815
Deborah Kelly (NSW)
Leigh Hedstrom (QLD)
Published: 22 Aug 2016
Wombat Books

Ruby is back - and so are her wishes! With
a head full of plans for the holidays Ruby’s
fingertips already tingling with magic. That is,
until Mum announces that Ruby’s horrible little
toad of a cousin is coming to stay. But some
problems can’t just be wished away. Ruby’s
wish for her cousin to turn into a real toad
breaks magic’s most important rule.

Ruby
Wishfingers:
king of the
castle
978-1925563160
Deborah Kelly (NSW)
Leigh Hedstrom (QLD)
Published: 1 June 2017
Wombat Books

Ruby is back, with twelve new wishes! And
one missing wish from last spring that is still
floating about in the garden somewhere… But
Ruby is wasting her new wishes trying to keep
Jellybean out of mischief until she discovers the
perfect way to make Jellybean do exactly what
she says. But Cousin Todd isn’t so keen on
doing what Ruby says.

Nelly Jelly and the
Magnificent Tree
978-1925563184
Lisa Limbrick (New South Wales)
Jemima Trappel (New South Wales)
Published: 1 October 2017
Wombat Books
There’s only one thing that Nelly dislikes more than
jelly, and that’s heights. In fact, she’s terrified of high
places! But when she has to climb the magnificent
tree to rescue her younger sister’s doll, Nelly has
to not only face her greatest fear but a series of
unexpected things. Join Nelly Jelly and her friends for
what will be a hilarious, fun and GROSS adventure up
into the magnificent tree.

Tom Topp and the Great
Adventure Swap
978-1925139754
Lisa Limbrick (New South Wales)
Jemima Trappel (New South Wales)
Published: 1 September 2016
Wombat Books
Tom Topp is looking forward to the adventure of
a lifetime but when he suddenly breaks his leg at
soccer training everything changes. Instead of going
water skiing, hiking and ice skating, Tom finds himself
in a shopping mall with his mum where the most
embarrassing things start happening!

The Boy in the
Hoodie
978-1925563207
Catriona McKeown (QLD)
Published: 1 November 2017
Rhiza Press

One girl. One boy. And a friendship that could
save them both. An unlikely friendship forms
between Kat and the boy in the hoodie. When
she discovers a sinister truth he’s been hiding,
she somehow feels compelled to help him—but
at what cost? And how much is she willing to
risk in order to keep him safe? The Boy in the
Hoodie is a real, unforgettable story about how
friendships can bring healing, fade scarring and
open new wounds all at the same time.

The Heart of Green Valley: Book 2

Green Valley
978-0994578679
Meredith Resce (VIC)
Published: 1 November 2017
Golden Grain Publishing

Emily Wallace has been given a choice. Either
she obeys her father’swishes and marries the
elderly widower, or she will be sent to live with
her aunt in Australia. Even with the tales of wild
animals and convicts, Emily chooses to sail to
this unknown and untamed land. She simply
cannot marry the cruel and arrogant Lord.
Colin Shore has never met anyone so beautiful
before. The moment he first saw Lady Emily
Wallace at the dock he fell in love with her. But
he would never presume that she would be part
of his life. After all, shewas a Lady and he was
only a farmer.

From Ashes to Glory
978-1921632761
David Malcolm Bennett (QLD)
Published: 2014
Even Before Publishing
CT (Charlie) Studd was a cricketer of the highest
class. He played in the famed Test Match between
England and Australia in 1882 that began the legend
of the Ashes. In 1885 he was one of seven men of
wealth and privilege (‘The Cambridge Seven’), who
shocked the nation, by giving up everything to take the
Gospel of Jesus Christ to the Chinese. While there he
suffered much but saw many people come to Christ.
A Dramaticised retelling of CT Studd, his cricket, his
mission work and the decisions he made which helped
form the mission organisation WEC International.

Why I Try to Believe: An
Experiment in Faith, Life
and Stubborn Hope
978-1925044225
Nathan Brown (Victoria)
Published: 2015
Signs Publishing
Prompted by a friend’s public experiments with faith and
non-faith, Nathan Brown sets out to explore his own life-long
experiment with trying to believe. Part memoir of faith, part
“personal apologetic,” Why I Try to Believe suggests why
faith is important, and how it can offer hope and purpose to
both our lives and our world.

Dealing with Python
978-1925380095
Anne Hamilton (Queensland)
Published: 12 November 2017
Armour Books
On the threshold into your unique calling in life, a dark
spiritual sentinel waits. Scripture names it ‘Python’—
it has a God-given right to be there and test your
significant choices. Paul encountered it just as the
Gospel was transitioning across a major threshold
when Christianity moved from Asia to Europe. This
long-awaited book offers insight into what this spirit
hopes to get from you and how you can rectify past
mistakes involving this constricting, cunning enemy.

More Precious than
Pearls
978-1925380064
Anne Hamilton (Queensland)
Natalie Tensen (Queensland)
Published: 1 August 2016
Armour Books
A look at the nuances in the Hebrew text of the Bible that
are often obscured in English translations. These nuances
all relate to women – and their steadfast, heroic faith. Be
surprised by God’s joy and His rewards for women because
they so often were steadfast and faithful when the men
wavered. Included are prayers for you or for the women in
your life. For mothers or grandmothers, the chapters also
include a prayer to declare over your children.

God’s Poetry:
The Identity &
Destiny Encoded
in Your Name

God’s Panoply:
The Armour of
God/The Kiss of
Heaven

978-1925380002
Anne Hamilton (QLD)
Published: 1 Nov 2015
Armour Books

978-1925380019
Anne Hamilton (QLD)
Published: 1 Jan 2016
Armour Books

Winner of the 2012 eLit Electronic Book
Awards, Religion Category (Bronze Award)
The Greek word translated workmanship
comes from ‘poeo’ poem. We are God’s
poems! He gives us an individual calling and
writes it in our names. If you’ve always felt cut
off from your destiny, now is the time to take
up your mantle.

God’s Pageantry:
The Threshold
Guardian &
the Covenant
Defender
978-0980362077
Anne Hamilton (QLD)
Published:
Armour Books

Constriction. Wasting. It’s hard to believe that just
two words can describe the experiences of so
many people who want to obey God’s calling. As
soon as we try to come into the destiny prepared
for us from the beginning of time, everything
seems to conspire against us. It’s almost as
if God is powerless to defend us against the
strangling, choking forces arrayed against us. It’s
also hard to believe the answer can be summed
up in just two words: threshold covenant.

Winner of the 2014 Gold Medal in the Theology
category of the International Illumination Awards
‘Shining a Light on Exemplary Christian Books’
The Hebrew word for ‘to kiss’ also means ‘to
put on armour’. This uplifting exploration into
Ephesians 5–6 shines a light on the hidden
Aramaic thought behind Paul’s command to
submit and his description of God’s armour.
A devotional kaleidoscope on the nature of
marriage and spiritual warfare.

God’s Pottery:
The Sea of Names
& the Pierced
Inheritance
978-1925380040
Anne Hamilton (QLD)
Published: 1June 2016
Armour Books

Guilt says, ‘I made a mistake.’ Shame says, ‘I
am a mistake.’ Shame affects both our identity
and our destiny in Christ. Name covenants
and threshold covenants are meant to usher
us into the hidden place in Christ where He
is our shield and inheritance. When the door
into our calling opens but we wind up knowing
more about constriction and wasting than
fullness of life, it’s time to examine what’s
gone wrong.

The Unhappy Star
978-0980380194
Paul Clark (QLD)
Karen Fox
Published: 1 December 2016
Paul Clark Publishing
The Unhappy Star tells the story of the first Christmas
from the point of view of the new star that has risen in the
East. Uncomfortable in her own skin, lonely and large,
she can’t find her purpose or happiness. But with the help
of Moon to guide her, she is sure to find the reason she
shines so brightly.

Star! Stable! Saviour!
978-1925139600
Cameron Semmens (New South Wales)
Rod Allen (NSW)
Published: 1 December 2015
Wombat Books
The Christmas Story in S. Witty and wordy, strange
and absurd-y, truthful and fun for all the family: this
is the Christmas story superbly retold by Cameron
Semmens using virtually nothing but words starting
with S.

Alexander the Aviator’s
Aussie Adventures:
Christmas
978-1921161209
Angela Williams (QLD)
Published: 5 March 2009
Angelix Creations
Josh and Alexander are flying to their Grandma’s for
Christmas. The plane has some engine trouble so the
family are forced to spend Christmas Eve in a hangar.
Josh rediscovers the true meaning of Christmas.

Santa’s Helper
978-1910595046
Tracey Regan (WA)
Jessica Holliday
Published: 1 Oct 2017
The Lemon Tree Book
Company

With Christmas not far away, Santa’s elves
have lots of work to do to get everything
ready in time. But who gets the job nobody
else wants? Someone has to pick up all the
reindeer poo and look after the reindeer. Could
you do it? Would you be Santa’s ‘Chief Pooper
Scooper’ if you were given the chance to work
at the North Pole?

The Little Lost
Reindeer
978-1910595039
Tracey Regan (WA)
Lisa J Muir
Published: 1 Oct 2017
The Lemon Tree Book
Company

It’s not easy getting everything erady for
Christmas, even the reindeer have to do
lots of practise pulling the sleigh. But what
happens if one of the reindeer falls and gets
hurt? How will Santa know where to find him?
Can you help? Can you get Victor, the little
lost reindeer, back to the North Pole in time for
Christmas?

Old Mr T
ISBN: 978-1922074409
Paul Clark (QLD)
Graham Preston
Published: 2013
Wombat Books

Issi’s Baptism
ISBN: 978-1922074164
Paul Clark (QLD)
Graham Preston
Published: 2013
Wombat Books

What would jesus drive?
ISBN: 978-1921633713
Paul Clark (QLD)
Graham Preston
Published: 2013
Wombat Books

The Strange Car
ISBN: 978-1921633119
Paul Clark (QLD)
Graham Preston
Published: 2013
Wombat Books

The Missing Motorcycle
ISBN: 978-1921633218
Paul Clark (QLD)
Graham Preston
Published: 2013
Wombat Books

The Good Wagon
ISBN: 978-1921633348
Paul Clark (QLD)
Graham Preston
Published: 2013
Wombat Books

Follow Me...
ISBN: 978-1921633461
Paul Clark (QLD)
Graham Preston
Published: 2013
Wombat Books

The Prodigal Ute
ISBN: 978-1921633102
Paul Clark (QLD)
Graham Preston
Published: 2013
Wombat Books

The cars at the little church are wondering what is going on inside
... why do the people all come to worship? Old Mr T knows. In the
first story of the series, Old Mr T shares the stories of the Bible in a
way that the cars can understand.

When Lucy brings someone to church for a baptism, Impossible
Issi laughs at the idea. But when his day goes all wrong, even Issi
is looking for a fresh start. A great book for kids to introduce them
to Baptism, or a gift for those being Baptised.

It’s Palm Sunday in the Church car park and Jesus is riding
into Jerusalem. The only, what Jesus would have driven into
Jerusalem if there were cars in his time? Was it a motorbike
because Jesus was a rebel? Was it a truck so he could stand on
the back and teach the crowd? Was it a bus so he could have
brought his friends?
Nobody likes the tax collector, or the parking inspector! But when
Jesus came to town he shows that he came to save everyone!

Muscles the motorcycle is missing. He hasn’t been at church for a
couple of weeks. Should the cars be worried about him? After Old
Mr T tells the story of the lost car they head out in search of him.

Old Mr T tells the car’s version of the Good Samaritan: a helpful
wagon rescues a troubled four-wheel drive. Learn with the cars
how it is good to help your neighbour, or car, in times of need.

Old Mr T starts his engine and leaves the church abruptly calling,
‘follow me!’ just when worship was about to begin! Come with Old
Mr T on an adventure of discovery and wonder as he shows the
cars what Jesus meant when he said ‘follow me.’

While the people hear Jesus’ story of the prodigal son, the cars in
the car park have a different story. When the prodigal ute ends up
in the city broken and in the rain after driving too fast, he dreams of
forgiveness and his home.

The Art of
Christian
Conversation

The Art of
Children’s
Conversation

978-0980345599
Keith Lamb (VIC)
Louise Howland (VIC)
Published: 10 May 2016
TAOC Holdings Pty Ltd

978-0980345537
Keith Lamb (VIC)
Louise Howland (VIC)
Published: 17 May 2016
TAOC Holdings Pty Ltd

Here is an innovative, unique, inspiring
and multi-purpose resource that provides
myriad new opportunities for Christians of all
denominations, as well as those exploring, to
get to know each other, themselves and God
better.

The Art of Children’s Conversation is the
perfect way for children to become great
communicators as they learn more about
themselves and others, develop concepts and
ideas and grow strong relationships.

The Art of
Couples
Conversation

The Art of
Literary
Conversation

978-0980843569
Keith Lamb (VIC)
Louise Howland (VIC)
Published:
TAOC Holdings Pty Ltd

978-0980345568
Keith Lamb (VIC)
Louise Howland (VIC)
Published:
TAOC Holdings Pty Ltd

The Art of Couples’ Conversation is the perfect
way for all couples to delight in each other’s
company as they reach a deeper and closer
understanding of each other, themselves and
their relationship.

For every lover of all things literary.

Beyond Boarders:
Dear Pakistan
978-1925139549
Rosanne Hawke (SA)
Published: 1 June 2016
Rhiza Press
Jamie Richards has spent most of her life in Pakistan
and returning to Australia seems like another planet.
Here in Australia, boys try to kiss her, men wear shorts
and everyone says ‘cool’ all the time. How will she ever
know the right things to say or do or wear? After all, this is
meant to be her own culture.

Aussie Skies Series:
Blaze in the Storm
978-0992536305
Jenny Glazebrook (NSW)
Published: 1 September 2014
Self Published
Bonnie’s world is happy and carefree until Blaze
Clements and his horse-crazy family arrive from the
circus. Is believing in God the only way to make sense
of the tragedy that strikes?

Invisible

The Celtic Stone

978-1942748274
Cecily Anne Paterson
(NSW)
Published: 1 Feb 2016
Firewheel Press

978-1921632648
Nick Hawkes (SA)
Published: 1 Nov 2013
Even Before Publishing

Jazmine doesn’t make decisions. She doesn’t
make choices. She doesn’t make friends.
Jazmine wants only one thing: to be invisible.
For Jazmine, it’s a lot easier to drift along in
life pretending nothing’s wrong, than it is to
admit she’s heartbroken.

The beautiful
lives series:
Perfect Mercy
978-0980780222
Elaine Fraser (WA)
Published: 1 Sept 2012
Beautiful Books

Mercy Hamilton is gorgeous, has amazing
fashion sense, is intelligent, has the perfect
boyfriend, family and home. Things unravel
when Mercy does something she regrets at a
party. Reputation in ruins and her relationship
with her boyfriend breaks down, her world falls
apart as she discovers her parents aren’t as
happy as she believed. In real life our choices
have consequences, and just when you think
there’s no hope, along comes Perfect Mercy.

Chris Norman’s dream of being a commercial
pilot is shattered when he crashes his plane in
Australia. An Aboriginal man saves his life and
leaves him with a mysterious and incongruous
legacy and a Celtic cross made of stone. Partly
blinded and no longer able to fly, Chris finds
his way to the Western Islands of Scotland to
unravel the secrets of the Celtic stone. A blind
woman and a seven-year-old boy become his
reluctant allies, but the threat of murder lingers...

Love and muddy
puddles
978-1942845454
Cecily Anne Peterson
(NSW)
Published: 21 April 2015
Firewheel Press

Thirteen-year-old fashionista Coco Franks has
finally made it into the popular group when her
dad decides to move the family to the country to
‘bond’. Social death looming and shoes covered
in mud, all Coco wants to do is get herself back
to her city friends. After all, things can’t get any
worse, right? It’ll take a boy with no dress sense
and totally hick boots, and a contrary horse
called Cupcake to bring Coco to her senses.
But it might just be too little, too late.

Best Forgotten
978-1921633256
Paula Vince (SA)
Published: 1 April 2011
Even Before Publishing
A young accident victim wakes up in hospital and can’t
remember who he is. Why does he have nothing in
common with his family? Why does he despise the
person he was supposed to be? Why has his best
friend disappeared without a trace? Is somebody after
him? His family can offer no solutions. His girlfriend
is strangely aloof and he cannot shake off a feeling
that the answers will prove more unpleasant than his
amnesia. Somehow he must find out as it seems time is
running out.

Picking up the
Pieces
978-1921633164
Paula Vince (SA)
Published: 1 July 2010
Even Before Publishing

In a moment of recklessness, Blake Quinlan
does something he never should. The bitter
consequences of his impulse will reverberate
through the rest of his life unless he learns
to deal with his past. Without warning, Claire
Parker’s world shatters. One horrific event leads
to a choice that she can never forget. She must
find a source of strength and forgiveness to
help her recover or she will never again be the
happy person she once was.

Imogen’s Chance
978-1922074881
Paula Vince (SA)
Published: 1 April 2011
Even Before Publishing

Imogen Browne longs to make up for past
mistakes before she can move on. She quietly
resolves to help the Dorazio family, whose
lives she accidentally upset. Her biggest
challenge is Asher, the one person who may
never forgive her, and he is facing a crisis of
his own. Imogen must tread very carefully, as
trying to fix things may make them shatter.
A sensitive story about misplaced loyalty,
celebrating life and falling in love.

